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Whites Combination Possibilities
W980 Platinum White H1582 F584 F236 F558

     

White can be combined with all Fantasy, Uni and wood decors. It provides a harmonious 

contrast to light decors and a contrast to dark ones.

W911 Cream White H3411 H1518 H3386 F132

   

White can be combined with all Fantasy, Uni and wood decors. It provides a harmonious 

contrast to light decors and a contrast to dark ones.

W908 Carcass White H1284 H1277 H1867 F558

   

White can be combined with all Fantasy, Uni and wood decors. It provides a harmonious 

contrast to light decors and a contrast to dark ones.

W1001
Solid Premium 
White H3005 H1952 F583 F202

   

Top–quality Solid Premium White creates a striking, sophisticated impression 

when combined with darker decors.

W1000 Premium White H1428 H1615 H047 F274

   

Top–quality Premium White creates a striking, sophisticated impression 

when combined with darker decors.
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Uni Decors Combination Possibilities
U093 Ginger H3129 H3704 F275 H2572

     

Ginger provides a warm accent to dark brown woods.

U104 Alabaster H1950 H1599 F371 H178

   

Light beige shades match all natural–coloured and brown woods 

as well as Fantasy decors that contain beige.

U107 Pastel Yellow H1586 H1696 H199 F145

   

Pastel Yellow can be used anywhere – as a contrast to dark, reddish woods, as a calming 

colour accent with mid–range natural shades, or with Fantasy decors that contain brown.

U108 Vanilla H1582 H1698 H046 F148

   

Vanilla has become a permanent fi xture when teamed with dark woods such as Cherry 

or as a discreet accent to Beech, or even as a sophisticated contrast to brown Fantasy decors.

U109 Corn Yellow H1709 H3704 H3128 F274

   

Subtle Corn Yellow is an excellent match for dark woods with hints of yellow. 

It produces a harmonious contrast when paired with the striking Plum decors.

U112 Seringa H3736 H3005 F039 F371

   

Light beige shades match all natural-coloured and brown woods and all Fantasy decors 

that contain beige.

U113 Pearl White H3304 H1665 H3410 F270

   

Pearl White is extremely neutral and highly fl exible to use.
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U114 Yellow H3016 H1555 H3128 H2572

     

This bright intense Yellow works best with dark woods as an accent colour 

or as harmonious contrast to yellow toned decors.

U116 Jasmine H1615 H1954 F309 F268

   

With its reddish, beige tones, Jasmine creates warm combinations when used with 

red decors such as Cherry or Fantasy decors that contain red. 

U129 Sun Yellow H1950 H1137 H3739 H199

   

The bright Sun Yellow goes extremely well with very dark or yellow–brown decors.

U156 Sand Beige H1615 H3005 H207 H296

   

Warm Sand Beige coordinates with all dark and grey woods and with Cappuccino 

or Black Brown from the Uni range.

U182 Off White H1599 H1696 F900 F147

   

Off  White goes well with all grey–tinted decors and cherries with a slight green tint 

such as Piemont Cherry.

U203 Caramel H3734 H3704 F901 H3739

   

The warm shades of Caramel coordinate sympathetically with yellow-brown woods.

U205 Cappuccino H3006 H3304 H207 H296

   

Cappuccino provides a contrast to all grey-lacquered wood decors but can also be used 

with all dark brown woods.
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U212 Cream H1394 H1698 H207 H045

     

Cream, with its hints of red, is a very warm shade which can be combined 

with all red toned woods.

U216 Oyster H1554 H3382 F309 H047

   

Pearl White is extremely neutral and very fl exible to use.

U222 Crema H3410 H1615 F491 H199

   

Crema should be combined with very dark decors where it can create a sophisticated look

U303 Orange H1555 H1932 F150 F583

   

Orange paired with dark woods gives a very rich accent. Orange provides a fresh, 

lively contrast to light woods.

U306 Red H1137 H3005 H207 H199

   

Red is a warm contrast to very dark or grey–lacquered woods. But it also works 

with all red toned woods or Fantasy decors.

U311 Burgundy H1277 H1932 H1428 F503

   

Burgundy provides a warm contrast to very dark or grey–lacquered woods. 

But it also works very well with very dark Unicolours such as Anthracite or Graphite.

U312 Canyon H3025 H1428 F309 F132

   

Canyon goes very well with dark shades and Fantasy decors with a touch of red.
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U314 Water Lily Pink H3304 H1277 H1867 H045

     

Water Lily Pink is a very fresh, lively colour which adds contemporary style 

to both light and dark woods.

U315 Cerise Pink H3736 H1424 H1394 F253

   

Vibrant Cerise Pink is a good accent colour for dark, grey and white–lacquered woods.

U321 China Red H1979 H1137 F275 F516

   

China Red coordinates with all red decors from light to dark and always creates 

a strong contrast.

U323 Chilli Red H3306 H1615 F503 F202

   

Chilli Red combined with dark grey and anthracite shades produces a modern, sophisticated look.

U326 Pumpkin H1532 H1424 H1394 H199

   

Pumpkin provides a warm contrast to very dark or grey-lacquered woods. 

But it also teams well with light, red toned decors.

U327 Sunset H3128 H3400 H2572 F148

   

Sunset picks out the yellow tones of Natural Plum and Woodstock and therefore 

goes well with these woodgrains.

U330 Aubergine H3738 H3304 H1424 F161

   

Aubergine works particularly well with grey-violet lacquered decors such as Avignon 

Walnut or Chateau Oak.
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U400 Violet H1277 H1867 H045 F161

     

This pastel shade works best when combined with light woods where it produces 

a subtle contrast.

U506 Azure Blue H1582 H1532 H1502 F369

   

This dark blue provides a sharp contrast to lighter woods or a creates 

a harmonious contrast with darker woods.

U510 Sky Blue H1873 H1733 H045 F306

   

This bright, intense blue is a must wherever a fresh, contrasting colour is needed. 

Can be combined well with light woods.

U512 Night Blue H3738 H3304 H1887 F797

   

The violet Night Blue is best combined with dark decors which pick out the purple tones, 

like Avignon Walnut. For use as an accent, it is best combined with a warm, light maple.

U514 Baltic Blue H1511 H1642 H1530 F135

   

Blue is a very popular combination colour and always goes well with red woods 

such as Pear, Maple and Cherry.

U518 Ice Blue H3006 H3129 H3704 H045

   

Light, fresh Ice Blue refl ects a contemporary style. It works well with light decors but goes 

particularly well with brown.

U522 Powder Blue H1642 H3802 H1532 F135

   

Blue provides a contrast to warm, red decors or a striking accent when combined 

with very light decors.
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U523 Cornflower Blue H1950 H1530 H1665 W1000

     

Intense Cornfl ower Blue provides a harmonious contrast with dark, red woods 

such as Calvados and Cherry.

U524 Lagoon Blue H3802 H1867 H1733 W1001

   

Lagoon Blue is a very fresh, lively colour. This decor will always stand out and is best used 

with lighter woods..

U525 Marine Blue H3411 H1521 H1727 H1980

   

Marine Blue combines well with yellow toned woodgrains such as Honey Maple and Natural Birch.

U527 Royal Blue H1530 H1511 H1951 F516

   

Dark Royal Blue goes particularly well with rich, red-brown woods such as Calvados.

U529 Silver Blue H1284 H1867 H1532 F306

   

Light Silver Blue goes particularly well with very light and grey–acquered decors 

such as all Fantasy decors that contain hints of light blue.

U532 Petrol H3802 H1334 H1277 H296

   

Petrol provides a strong, modern contrast when combined with Natural Fjord Birch 

and all other light and grey–lacquered decors.

U604 Fir Green H1696 H3387 H3400 H1980

   

Woodgrains with a high grey content such as Oak and Cherry work best with this green, 

but also decors with a hint of yellow, such as Beech look well.
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U607 Sage H1334 H1642 H1709 F137

     

This medium green can be combined with natural green and brown shades. 

Worktop decors that contain green will coordinate best.

U608 Pastel Green H3363 H1334 F558 H207

   

Pastel Green looks very good in combination with grey–lacquered decors 

and light-green Fantasy decors.

U610 Aqua Green H1733 H1277 H1394 H3006

   

Light Aqua Green is suited particularly well to combinations with light woods 

or woodgrains with a slight hint of red or grey.

U611 Turquoise Green H1232 H1733 H1932 H3411

   

Turquoise is best combined with light and yellow toned woodgrains.

U612 Fern Green H3016 H1582 H3400 H1887

   

Subtle Fern Green can be used with light and yellow-brown wood decors.

U620 Pale Green H1277 H1137 H199 F509

   

Pale Green is reminiscent of green frosted glass and therefore goes well 

with brown woods and aluminium.

U621 Mint H1599 H1137 H199 H3362

   

Fresh Mint combined with very dark woods gives an impression of elegance and sophistication.
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U622 Meadow Green H1920 H1334 H1642 F583

     

This medium green is best combined with natural medium toned woodgrains 

to give a harmonious contrast.

U625 Apple Green H3129 H1952 H1137 F238

   

This yellow–green provides a bright accent to dark brown woods.

U627 Avocado H1599 H3387 H3129 H199

   

Subtle Avocado green combines extremely well with very dark brown woods.

U628 Green H3411 H1532 H1727 H1521

   

Strong, bright Green is highly suitable for children‘s furniture when combined 

with yellow maple, birch or pine decors.

U630 Lime Green H1555 H3025 H1137 H199

   

This yellow–green provides a bright accent to dark brown woods.

U631 Olive H3082 H1334 H3802 H207

     

Olive coordinates well with all grey and green tonal uni and wood grain decors.

U701 Pastel Platinum H1954 H1642 H1599 H1952

   

Pastel Platinum, a shade between light grey and sky blue, needs a warm contrast 

like Calvados Rose
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U708 Light Grey H1232 F558 F550 F107

   

Light Grey is very neutral and highly versatile, natural decors containing 

grey complement it very well.

U713 Amethyst Grey H1873 H1979 F797 F064

     

Warm, reddish Amethyst Grey was specifi cally developed for combining 

with light natural shades to give a warm colour contrast.

U730 Basalt Grey H3304 H1334 H1277 F274

   

The shades of warm Basalt Grey are refl ected in grey–lacquered decors such as 

Light Concrete or Chateau Oak so these decors complement each other beautifully.

U732 Dust Grey H3304 H3006 H207 H045

   

This warm grey colour works best with light, pastel–coloured woods and worktop decors 

which also contain grey.

U741 Lava H3304 H3078 F147 F900

     

The reddish warm grey tones in Lava combine well with natural greys and brown decors.

   

U750 Taupe Grey H3704 H1137 F696 H296

   

This light grey tone can be used as a contrast to dark woods and decors that contain grey.

U763 Perl Grey H3006 H1277 H045 F550

   

This medium grey coordinates well with decors that contain grey tones such as Acacia 

and Sand Zebrano.
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U765 Silver Grey H1532 H1277 H1394 F554

   

Dark Silver Grey can produce very strong contrasts when combined 

with light grey wood decors.

U770 Mist Grey H1334 H1521 H1727 H3400

   

Mist Grey contains a small amount of yellow and can therefore be combined 

with all wood decors with a hint of yellow.

U773 Dusk Grey H1952 F550 F306 F040

     

This shade of grey can be used as a contrast to dark woods and decors that contain grey.

U775 White Grey F131 F558 F696 F107

   

Light White Grey is best combined with Fantasy decors in the same colour area, 

otherwise the contrast is too great.

U777 Platinum Grey H1521 H1582 F550 F107

   

This yellow–toned grey goes well with yellow woodgrains like Honey Maple 

and Fantasy decors that contain grey.

U803 Black-Brown U112 H3016 H3734 H2572

   

Black Brown coordinates with all shades of cream and with dark, exotic fashion woods 

such as Teak, Walnut and Wenge.

U805 Sepia H1137 H3304 H1424 H207

   

Warm Sepia combines well with dark brown woods and with the natural shades of Core Beech.
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U961 Graphite H3363 H3802 F145 F040

   

Graphite off ers a perfect contrast to light woods, whilst with decors from the same 

colour area it can be harmoniously combined.

U963 Dark Grey H1334 H1887 H1733 F275

   

Graphite off ers a perfect contrast to light woods, with decors from the same colour area 

it rather creates a harmonious combination.

U999 Black H1883 F902 U114 F202

     

Black can be combined with nearly all unicolours and woodgrains; it is just important 

to know what ambiance (contrasting, exclusive, harmonious etc.) you wish to create.
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Wood reproductions Combination Possibilities
H045 Light Planked Timber U212 U330 U400 U518

     

Light woodgrains often need a warm contrast such as red, but grey or blue can also 

be combined to produce a harmonious eff ect.

H046 Plum Butcher-Block U222 U107 U604 F503

   

Plum can be used in combination with many Uni colours such as yellow, green or beige.

H047
Dark Plum 
Butcher-Block W1000 U216 U112 U805

   

Dark Plum creates a rich eff ect when used with Premium White or other shades of beige.

H1137
Black-Brown 
Ferrara Oak U620 U311 U129 F784

   

Black–brown woods often need accent colours such as red or yellow. 

Light green or stainless steel make a sophisticated combination.

H1232 Loire Ash U607 U708 F137 F503

   

The yellow shades of Ash combine well with grey and green tones. 

H1277 Light Lakeland Acacia U311 U713 U400 F274

   

Light Lakeland Acacia combines well with many grey and lilac shades, 

whilst dark red also works well as a contrast.

H1284 White Ash U529 U770 F550 F107

   

The neutrality of white woods means they can be combined with many of the Uni colours. 

Decors in a similar colour area, such as a light grey, work well in combination.
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H1334 Light Ferrara Oak U156 U607 U730 F274

     

The subtle green-grey tones of Ferrara Oak combine well with green-grey 

and muted colour tones. 

H1342 Natural Montana Oak U222 U312 U730 F371

   

The hints of orange within the Montana Oak work well with red toned uni colours, 

as well as warm grey decors.

H1394 Sand Cremona Oak U765 U518 F309 F136

     

The white pores of Cremona Oak make it a good match for all white and grey decors, 

but the red tones in this decor also suggests combination possibilities with red Fantasy decors.

H1424 Woodline Cream U205 U116 F042 F148

   

The neutrality of white woods means they can be combined with many Uni colours; 

reddish beiges or Cappuccino as they pick up the light cream tones in this Woodline decor.

H1428 Woodline Mocha U805 U156 F145 F751

   

This shade of mocha can be combined with all brown and warm beige shades, 

but yellow as an accent colour also works very well.

H1502 Alder U506 U112 F132 F491

   

This warm, reddish natural shade goes well with all the primary colours.

H1509 Sapele Mahogany U116 U999 U107 F270

   

Dark, rich woodgrains need a light contrast such as beige, or alternatively 

they can be combined with black.
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H1511 Bavarian Beech U527 U109 F509 F135

   

This medium toned beech can be combined in many ways with nearly all Uni colours. 

Yellow and blue are popular combinations.

H1518 Natural Beech W911 U108 F132 F137

   

The light yellow shade of this beech goes very well with yellow-toned Unicolours 

such as Vanilla and worktop decors that contain green.

H1521 Maple U525 U765 U622 F150

     

This yellow maple goes perfectly with Unicolours and Fantasy decors 

that contain green and blue.

H1530 Swiss Pearwood W911 U222 F509 F238

   

Elegant, red toned woodgrains should be used with silver or aluminium.

H1532 Pearwood U532 U963 U730 F268

   

The reddish–grey features of this natural shade suggest combinations 

with similar Uni and Fantasy decors.

H1553 Natural Myrtle U113 U107 U999 F309

   

Dark, rich woodgrains need a light contrast such as beige, or alternatively 

they can be combined with black.

H1554 Brown Myrtle U093 U109 F751 F065

   

Brown woodgrains always look good with yellow Uni and Fantasy decors.
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H1555 Wenge U114 U107 F371 F064

   

Wenge combined with a bright yellow sets a striking, modern accent. 

Softer combinations include light beige and vanilla shades.

H1582 Ellmau Beech U108 U506 U607 F135

   

This medium toned beech can be combined in many ways with nearly all Uni colours. 

Yellow and blue are popular combinations.

H1586 Weathered Beech W980 U107 F751 F135

     

This medium toned beech can be combined in many ways with nearly all Uni colours. 

Yellow and blue are popular combinations.

H1599
Chocolate 
Tyrolean Beech W1000 U104 U621 F371

   

The warm chocolate brown of the beech is extremely elegant with used with a light beige 

or Pastel Green, whilst red can also produce a harmonious combination.

H1615 Romana Cherry W1000 U222 U156 F275

   

The walnut shade of this cherry is an excellent match for a light beige or shades of brown.

H1642 Natural Crystal Maple U622 U116 F268 F371

   

This warm, red toned maple lends itself to combinations with all the primary colours. 

Decors containing red are particularly eff ective.

H1665 Milano Cherry U113 U107 F509 F145

   

This reddish brown cherry containing pearlescent goes well with aluminium 

and with shades of beige and vanilla.
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H1696 Piemont Cherry U182 U607 F137 F503

   

The lively, slightly green Piemont Cherry coordinates well with yellow toned beiges 

and decors containing green; worktops should be subtle granite and marble designs.

H1698
Natural 
Lombard Cherry U107 U104 F796 F136

   

Reddish cherry woods should be combined with beiges with a hint of yellow. 

Worktop decors containing red are a good match.

H1699 Manhattan Cherry U112 U963 F104 F132

    

Elegant, reddish woods suggest combinations with beige, grey or aluminium.

H1704 Natural Cherry W911 U108 F039 F136

   

Yellow–red toned cherry woodgrains combine well with yellow and warm shades of beige.

H1706 Cherry U104 U612 F104 F145

   

Yellow–red toned cherry woodgrains combine well with yellow and warm shades of beige.

H1709 French Walnut U107 U607 F132 F751

   

The yellow tones of this walnut coordinate with yellow and beige, 

but combinations with green are also successful.

H1727 Natural Birch U607 U525 U770 F369

   

The yellow birch goes perfectly with Unicolours and Fantasy decors that contain green and blue.
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H1733 Mainau Birch U611 U532 U963 F115

   

The light natural shades of the birch can be combined well with warm Uni colours 

such as red. Dark greys or turquoise give a contemporary look.

H178 Afzelia Butcher–block U104 U303 U327 U608

   

The dark Afzelia Butcher–block can be used eff ectively with orange. 

Light beige creates a harmonious combination.

H1832 Amber Pearwood U107 U607 F371 F137

     

This slightly yellow–green pearwood works well with decors from the yellow and green range.

H1834 Sycamore U608 U312 U732 F150

   

The light Sycamore coordinates very well with pastel greens, earthy reds or neutral greys.

H1867
Cream 
Canadian Maple U400 U314 U529 F501

   

Pastel shades coordinate well with the nearly–white, neutral maples. 

Or try a strong, fresh contrast with pink or petrol.

H1869
Natural 
Canadian Maple U306 U730 F554 F136

   

The natural yellow tones look great when combined with warm reds or greys.

H1873 Field Maple U713 U532 F364 F371

   

This light, warm natural maple combines well with stronger Uni colours.
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H1883 Light Diamond Maple U112 U803 F253 F042

   

This sophisticated woodgrain is best combined with creamy shades 

of beige or dark anthracites/browns.

H1887
Natural 
Starnberg Maple U312 U963 F516 F371

   

This warm, light maple is designed to be combined with aluminium or warm greys, 

whilst red worktops provide a warm contrast.

H1920
Natural 
Tyrolean Beech U104 U311 F509 F554

     

This elegant veneer–like beech coordinates particularly well with aluminium, 

whilst beige or red can set rich accents.

H1932 Cream Tyrolean Beech U312 U611 F501 F150

   

The light beech has a modern appearance when used with red and turquoise 

or dark grey/anthracite.

H1946 Autumn Pearwood U108 U107 F509 F145

   

Elegant, red woodgrains coordinate well with aluminium and light shades of yellow or beige.

H1950 Natural Calvados U104 U803 F554 F503

   

The natural brown shades of Calvados lend themselves to light beige, yellow and black brown. 

H1951 Sienna Calvados U112 U961 F751 F064

   

The brown–red of Calvados is best combined with a dark anthracite or beige with a hint of red. 
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H1952 Amber Calvados W1000 U701 U107 F147

   

This warm, brown–black shade needs to be used with light colour such as Light Grey 

or Pastel Yellow.

H1954 Rose Calvados U116 U713 F268 F238

   

Rose Calvados creates a harmonious contrast with warm Amethyst Grey or Jasmine. 

Worktop decors containing red are a good match.

H1968 Lugano Apple U107 U608 F150 F145

     

This natural applewood shade works well with mid toned decors yellows and greens.

H1979 Light Tyrolean Beech U311 U730 F274 F509

   

The elegance of this natural beech is a perfect match for metallic colours or greys and reds.

H1980
Natural 
Butcher-Block Beech W911 U108 U527 F753

   

This planked beech can be used eff ectively as a contrast with mid toned yellow 

and blue Unicolours.

H199 Wenge Butcher-Block U107 U327 U306 U114

   

Wenge can be combined with a bright yellow or red to set a striking, contemporary accent. 

Softer combinations include light beige and vanilla shades.

H207 Natural Core Beech U608 U963 U732 U156

   

The reddish grey tones of Core Beech work very well with grey and green Unicolours. 

Light beige can be used for an elegant look and red to set a bold accent.
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H2572 Woodstock U327 U803 U203 U113

   

Woodstock is multi–coloured and picks out colours like Sunset and shades of brown 

so these combinations work very well together.

H296 Grey Country Oak U156 U222 U312 U750

   

The grey tones of Country Oak suggests a farmhouse style which would combine 

well with earthy reds, light beiges and natural greys.

H3005 Grey-Beige Zebrano U311 U156 F147 F371

     

Zebrano needs decors containing beige and grey because it picks out these colours. 

Use red to create a warm contrast.

H3006 Sand Zebrano U205 U611 F253 F748

   

Sand Zebrano can be contrasted with stronger, dark colours such as browns, 

mochas, greys or greens.

H3016 Jakarta Teak U107 U327 F371 F132

   

The natural yellow tones of Teak are best combined with yellow and beige Unicolours 

or worktop decors.

H3025 Macassar U312 U803 F147 F306

   

The vibrant Macassar coordinates well with red, yellow and brown as the Macassar 

picks out these colours.

H3031 Dark Cordoba Olive U112 U803 F489 F147

   

Dark Cordoba Olive is an accent decor and is best combined with softer decors such as 

the decor Valentino Grey or harmoniously combined with light brown uni colours.
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H3078 Hacienda White W1000 U732 H3081 F274

     

The decor Hacienda White with its grey streaks combined with black or grey decors 

are in line with the trend for Black-White combinations.

H3081 Hacienda Black W1000 U631 H3078 F147

   

The decor Hacienda Black works well combined with white,  grey or green decors to create 

a modern appearance in line with the trend for Black-White combinations.

H3082 Amazonas U631 U741 F488 F147

   

Decors with grey and green tones match well with Amazonas as it picks up the tonal qualities in the decor.

H3090 Driftwood U730 U741 F275 F489

   

Driftwood is a very elegant multi coloured dcor with grey and beige tonal highlights, 

coordinating well with brown or grey decors.

H3127 Natural Rosewood U108 U182 W1000 F274

   

The warm, green–tinted natural colours of this Rosewood complement all shades 

of vanilla and slightly greenish beiges.

H3128 Natural Plum U109 U327 U604 F150

   

Yellow, brown and orange shades pick out the colours of Natural Plum to create 

a harmonious blend.

H3129 Autumn Plum U518 U627 F147 F107

   

Green and blue go very well with brown woods and create a good eff ect with Autumn Plum.
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H3304
Grey Lacquered 
Chateau Oak U156 U205 U963 F275

     

Grey–lacquered woods lend themselves to decors that contain grey, 

but also provide a warm contrast to reddish beiges and browns.

H3306
Anthracite 
Chateau Oak U156 U330 U730 F107

   

The dark anthracite of the Oak contrasts well with warm colours such as red or aubergine, 

whilst decors containing grey are always a good match.

H3362
Red–brown 
Highland Oak U311 U112 F147 F309

   

Red–brown Highland Oak is complemented by red or a reddish beiges. 

The silver pore also makes it a good match for aluminium.

H3363
Anthracite 
Highland Oak U532 U701 F236 F501

   

The cool anthracite shades of the Oak create an entirely modern feel when used 

with a light blue, grey or petrol. The silver pore also makes it a good match for aluminium.

H3382 Light Winchester Oak U112 U607 F145 F150

   

The natural grey–green tones blend well with a medium green or with warm beiges 

or decors containing grey.

H3386 Natural Oak U107 U607 F132 F137

   

This traditional oak colour has always been combined with greens and yellows.

H3387 Rustic Oak U107 U604 F145 F270

   

This rustic, brown oak shade works best with light yellow and dark green.
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H3388 Medium Light Oak U112 U604 F137 F104

    

The natural shades of the oak are best combined with reddish beiges or greens.

H3389 Natural Light Oak U107 U607 F104 F132

   

This natural light oak combines very well with yellow and green pastel colours.

H3400 Rustic Pine U107 U607 F145 F107

   

The natural colour of this pine coordinates well with green shades or when a contrast is needed, 

a slight hint of yellow.

H3410 Sand Larch U107 U156 U311 F145

   

The brown of the larch works well with all browns and warm beiges, 

whilst yellow and red are very eff ective as accent colours.

H3411 Natural Larch U327 U628 F132 F136

   

The brown of the larch works well with all browns and warm beiges, 

but also yellow and red look well as accent colours.

H3703
Natural 
Aida Walnut W911 U112 F371 F270

   

The greenish–yellow tones of this walnut work well with creamy whites 

or worktop decors which pick out these colours.

H3704
Tobacco 
Aida Walnut U222 U627 F371 F268

   

Dark brown woods work very well with Unicolours such as red, beige, light green and shades of blue. 

Combine with beige or red for a sophisticated look or with light green or blue for a contemporary look.
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H3713 Matfen Chestnut U730 U805 F274 F064

     

The greyish–beige tones of this chestnut can be combined with many warm shades of grey, 

brown and beige.

H3734
Natural 
Dijon Walnut U327 U330 F042 F270

   

Dijon Walnut has a very wide range of colours throughout the grain, 

which mean this decor can be used alongside strong colours such as Sunset or Aubergine.

H3736
Cinnamon 
Avignon Walnut U112 U205 F275 F699

   

The reddish cinnamon tones of the walnut complement many warm shades of beige and brown.

H3738
Grey-Brown 
Avignon Walnut W1001 U330 U512 F161

   

The greyish–brown tones of the walnut are best shown with violet decors because 

the Walnut has a light violet lacquer. 

H3739 Walnut Butcher-Block U107 U182 U156 U222

   

This Butcher–Block walnut picks out colours such as yellow and grey, 

so these are the best combinations.

H3802 Natural Fjord Birch U532 U713 U963 F275

   

Fjord Birch with petrol creates a contemporary eff ect, whilst a dark grey or anthracite 

can look very sophisticated.
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Fantasy Decors Combination Possibilities
F039 Travertin U112 U805 H1704 H3703

     

Beige–brown Travertin lends itself to combinations with brown woodgrains and beige 

and brown unicolours.

F040 Black Granite U713 U961 H1277 H1951

   

Black Granite coordinates with nearly all woodgrains and Unicolours – it just depends 

on the ambiance you wish to create.

F042 Sonora Black U203 U222 H1424 H3734

   

The white and beige–brown colours in this décor lend themselves to combinations with 

light and dark wood decors, but also with light Uni colours from white to beige.

F058 Blocked Slate U311 U963 H1284 H1277

   

The neutral, dark–grey shades of Blocked Slate suit combinations with most 

woodgrains and Unicolours..

F064 Classic Marble U156 U222 H3713 H1951

   

With its white and beige veins, this marble design can be combined with light 

to mid–range woodgrains or with white, beige and yellow Unicolours.

F065 Malaga Marble U607 U803 H3387 H1696

   

Woodgrains with a hint of yellow all work well with this decor. 

A black–brown gives a sophisticated look.

F104 Latina Marble U113 U216 H3388 H1699

   

Beige–brown Latina Marble lends itself to combinations with brown woodgrains 

as well as beige and brown unicolours.
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F107 Carrara Marble U775 U730 H1502 H3400

     

This type of marble is often used in association with the farmhouse style 

or with strongly textured/distinctive woodgrains.

F115 Puntinella Graphite U311 H1883 H1699 H1733

   

Puntinella, with its relatively neutral colour and pattern, coordinates particularly 

well with distinctive woodgrains.

F131 Trani Light Grey U775 U314 H3736 H3006

   

Trani Light Grey can be combined excellently with Light Grey and Water Lily Pink.

F132 Trani Beige U104 U205 H3016 H1232

   

The vanilla base colour of Trani Beige particularly complements yellow woods 

such as Loire Ash or Teak.

F135 Paradiso Blue U522 U113 H1511 H1873

   

The blue granite provides a good contrast with lighter or medium natural tones.

F136 Paradiso Red U116 H1887 H1642 H1920

   

Lighter woods combine with the red granite to form a warm contrast.

F137 Paradiso Green U108 U607 H3400 H1698

   

This green granite is best coordinated with darker, reddish woods such as cherry and walnut.
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F145 Sardo Granite U203 U961 H1665 H1950

     

The red and yellow in this granite suggests combinations with warmer natural shades 

in cognac colours.

F147 Valentino Grey U182 U730 H3005 H3410

   

Calm, expansive Sandstone tones work well with woodgrains with a more distinctive pattern. 

F148 Valentino Light Brown U108 H1277 H3382 H3006

   

Calm, expansive Sandstone tones work well with woodgrains with a more distinctive pattern. 

F150 Verona Light Grey U327 U765 H1521 H1968

   

This stone design can be used anywhere but is particularly eff ective with light woods.

F161 Artic Blue-Grey U330 U400 H1952 H3738

   

The base colours and the individual minerals in this décor clearly suggest 

the best combinations of woodgrains and their colours.

F163 Artic Yellow-Grey U108 U805 H1277 H3306

   

The base colours and the individual minerals in this décor clearly suggest 

the best combinations of woodgrains and their colours.

F202 Black Marble U311 U999 H1951 H1277

   

Black Marble coordinates with nearly all woodgrains and Unicolours – it just depends 

on the ambiance you wish to create.
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F236 Terrano Grey W980 U107 F751 F136

     

This mineral can be used as a calming contrast to dark or red-toned woodgrains 

or as accents to a greys.

F238 Terrano Black U306 U620 H1530 H1954

   

This black mineral is highly versatile, off ering sophisticated elegance, for example 

with reddish woods, or can be used as an accent to red Unicolours and large areas of grey. 

F253 Slate U963 H3304 H3006 H1615

   

The calm, elegant structure of slate provides balance for many woodgrains and Uni colours.

F268 Magna Rosso U116 U306 H1394 H1887

   

The red tones of this granite are best used as a contrast to light wood decors where 

they really come into their own, giving the wood a great deal of warmth.

F270 Magna Black U222 U805 H3734 H3703

   

With its dark, brown features, Magna Black complements all brown woodgrains 

or Unicolours but also combines well with a neutral cream.

F274 Light Concrete U222 U730 H1334 H3304

   

The neutral colour of Concrete means that it coordinates with almost every decor. 

It works particularly well when combined with grey–lacquered decors.

F275 Dark Concrete U222 U306 H3713 H1277

   

The neutral colour of Concrete means that it coordinates with almost every decor. 

It works particularly well when combined with grey–lacquered decors and can provide 

a contrast to vibrant colours such as red.
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F276 Arkosa sand U156 U730 H3090 H3005

   

Arkosa depicts the character of sandstone matching well with tonal sand colour decors and

lively grey toned wood grains.

F277 Arkosa grey U330 U741 H1277 H3736

   

Arkosa grey coordinates well with tonal sand colours and grey decors. Due to the unobtrusive 

decor image it matches very well with lively woods. 

F306 Bianco Beige-Grey U116 U701 H3400 H3388

     

This marble décor is extremely versatile and can be used with a range of medium natural shades, 

in particular blue.

F309 Perlino Red U116 H1698 H1394 H1554

   

This red-tinted marble lends itself to combinations with red/brown woodgrains 

and can also be used for the farmhouse look.

F333 Terrazzo Black-Blue U323 U701 H3304 H1951

   

The cool eff ect of Terrazzo can be contrasted with warm red unicolours or woodgrains, 

alternatively the colours can be matched with blue or grey-black combinations.

F364 Levanto Anthracite U116 U963 H3802 H1979

   

The anthracite tones and white veins of this marble suggest a range of combinations. 

Warm woods and Unicolours off er a harmonious blend.

F369 Amarello Granite U104 U506 H1232 H1665

   

Grey granite decors are relatively versatile and combine well 

with many natural woodgrains and Unicolours.
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F371 Galizia Grey-Beige U112 U156 H1642 H1873

   

The multiple shades of Galizia Grey Beige coordinate very well with Unicolours 

such as beige, red and grey. Warm, light woods also form an eff ective combination.

F483 Bahama Quartz U116 U963 H3802 H1932

   

Warm metallic decors like Bahama Quartz are best teamed with reddish Unicolours and light, 

warm woodgrains.

F488 Quartz Cubanit U631 H3082 H3127 H1334

     

The decor Quartz Cubanit has a very neutral metallic tone and therefore matches well with 

nearly all wood decors. Combine with green toned decors to create a high quality effect.

F489 Quartz Inox H1615 H3006 H045 H047

     

The warm metallic Quartz Inox coordinates well with light brown wood decors to

 create a modern look.

F491 Quarzit Toffee U222 U205 H3713 H1615

     

This shade of basalt can be used with all brown decors such as Walnut or light cream shades.

F501 Titanium U311 U620 H3802 H1665

   

The stainless steel appearance of this decor can be combined particularly well with all 

red–tinged woodgrains.

F503 Graphite Metallic U306 U330 H3736 H3802

   

This graphite provides a contrast to light woods or can be used as used to elegantly 

complement dark woodgrains.
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F509 Aluminium F583 U620 H1665 H1920

   

Aluminium decors are cooler and therefore require a warm contrast, 

preferably woodgrains with a high red content. 

F516 Alu wave U303 F583 H1979 H1599

   

Aluminium decors are cooler and therefore require a warm contrast, 

preferably woodgrains with a high red content. 

F550 Unica Bright Grey U777 U732 H1394 H1532

   

The neutral shades of Unica Bright Grey are a good match for most woodgrains and Unicolours.

F554 Unica Anthracite U311 H1950 H1699 H1530

   

Unica Anthracite has a calming eff ect and works well with very individual, distinctive woods.

F558 Unica Off White U608 U775 H1518 H1869

     

Neutral Off –White is very versatile and can be used anywhere.

F583 Fino Bronze U303 U620 F509 F516

   

The Fino series, with linear aluminium lines, is best matched with all aluminium decors, 

but for a worktop we recommend a calm, balanced decor. 

F584 Fino Cinnamon U311 U400 U620 F516

   

The Fino series, with linear aluminium lines, is best matched with all aluminium decors, 

but for a worktop we recommend a calm, balanced decor. 
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F620 Colourline Lime U625 U630 U803 H3704

   

Apple or lime green coordinate perfectly with Colourline Granny, whilst brown woodgrains 

and Unicolours look great with this shade of green and provide a good contrast.

F621 Colourline Mandarin U303 U326 H1599 H3802

   

Orange and Pumpkin pick out shades from Colourline Mandarin and produce 

a balanced combination. Light and very dark woods coordinate well.

F622 Colourline Strawberry W1001 U323 H3362 H1137

   

Chilli Red is refl ected in Colourline Strawberry and work well in combination. 

This Colourline sets a striking accent when used with dark woods. 

F633 Grey Brown Metallo U732 U327 H3802 H3304

     

Metallo has a variety of different coloured tones and therefore works well with greys 

and orange toned wood decors.

F696 Artico Grey U730 H3306 H3127 H1952

   

The Artico series can combine well with each other in a light-dark contrast. 

With light woodgrains or Pastel Platinum this décor creates a modern look. 

F697 Artico Blue F696 U701 H3802 H1733

     

The Artico series can combine well with each other in a light-dark contrast. 

Contrast this decor with a warm red or harmoniously combine with grey woodgrains.

F698 Artico Anthracite U311 H1277 F696 H3304

   

The Artico series can combine well with each other in a light-dark contrast. 

This Aubergine tone goes very well with grey-lacquered woods and decors that contain violet.
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F699 Artico Aubergine F696 U330 H3304 H3738

   

Artico Aubergine goes very well with grey–lacquered woods and decors that contain violet.

F748 Tropica Beige U113 U803 H1554 H1950

   

Light beige shades produce a harmonious impression or an excellent contrast 

to very dark woods or black-brown.

F751 Tropica Vanilla W911 H1946 H1709 H1699

   

Red–tinged woods such as cherry and pear off er a perfect contrast to this decor.

F752 Tropica Saffron U306 H3129 H1599 H3025

   

Red–tinged woods such as cherry and pear off er a perfect contrast to this decor.

F753 Tropica Paprika U116 U107 H1920 H1642

   

Tropica paprika work very well with light to medium woodgrains, 

whilst Jasmine can also create a harmonious eff ect.

F755 Tropica Iris U107 H1727 H1521 H1698

     

This bright blue decor is best combined with yellow–tinted woodgrains.

F784
Stainless 
Steel Microline U205 U620 H1920 H3127

   

The stainless steel feel of this decor combines particularly well with all red-tinged woodgrains.
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F785 Soft-Gold Microline U203 U803 H3734 H3704

   

This Soft Gold design has a rich, warmth when used with dark brown woodgrains and Unicolours.

F796 Valcona Yellow H1530 H1946 H1699 H1832

   

Red–tinged woods such as cherry and pear off er the perfect contrast to this decor. 

F797 Valcona Blue U400 H1277 H3736 H3006

   

Valcona Blue creates the best accents when used with light to medium woodgrains, 

whilst violet–shaded Unicolours also work well in combination.

F798 Valcona Green U108 H1727 H1521 H1232

   

Valcona Green harmoniously coordinates with natural woodgrains with a hint of yellow.

F799 Valcona Salmon U116 U212 H1954 H1932

   

Valcona Salmon works well in combination Calvados or can used to help light woods 

to provide a warm contrast.

F900 Artwood Light U182 U803 U608 U205

     

Artwood Light has hints of beige, grey and brown and therefore matches Unicolours 

with these colour tones.

F901 Artwood Brown U203 F785 U803 U607

   

All shades of green and brown go very well with Artwood Brown.

F902 Artwood Red U803 U108 U116 U999

   

Reddish woods go very well with beige and vanilla, but black brown also complements 

the colour of this Artwood.
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